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Th e temperature rise in m icrodev ices is in m an y cases strongly in creased by the therm al

resistan ce of dielectric passiv ation layers. Th is problem is especially im portant for in tegrated

( )circu its ICs contain in g nov el low-dielectric-con stan t passiv ation , su ch as polym ers an d

porou s oxides. We report progress on dev elop in g a techn ique for m easurin g the therm al

properties of these passiv e layers, wh ich u ses h arm on ic Joule h eatin g in a m etal lin e an d

com pares solu tion s to the h eat equation with a ph ototherm al sign al. Th is approach m akes

m easu rem ents possible ov er a wid e ran ge of h eatin g frequencies an d allows the therm al

condu ctiv ity to be determ in ed with ou t calibra tion or precise knowledge of th e h eat capacity

of the layer. Data are reported for the therm al condu ctiv ity of th erm ally grown silicon

dioxide an d polym er thin film s.

Accurate simulations of temperature rises in microdevice s, which are crucial

for the interpretation of re sults of failure studies and for the deve lopment of

guidelines for thermal design, require the use of re liable the rmal property data for

constituent materials. This is of particular importance for modern integrate d

circuits incorporating multileve l inte rconnects. Upper-leve l interconnects are sepa-

rated from the substrate by thick passivation laye rs, which strongly impede the rmal

conduction cooling. The problem is becoming more acute with the emergence of a

large number of new passivation mate rials with low die le ctric constants, such as

polymers and porous silicon dioxide, which reduce e le ctrical capacitance and
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NOMENCLATURE
3

C he at capacity per unit volume, J r m K x coordinate in the out-of-plane

d film thickne ss, m dire ction, m

f effe ctive he at diffusion frequency, b ratio of film thickne ss to comple xe

which is the freque ncy at which the rmal diffusion depth
1 r 2w s . xthe in-phase and out-of-phase s d i2 p f C r kf h f f

compone nts of tempe rature oscillations D T tempe rature rise , K

have the same amplitude, Hz

f he ating fre que ncy, Hz Su p ers cr ip ts an d Su b scr ip tsh
2

h he at transfe r coefficient, W r m K

k the rmal conductivi ty, W r m K f quantitie s pe rtaining to die le ctric film

q he at generation rate per unit volume , m quantitie s pe rtaining to metal film
3

W r m ox quantitie s pe rtaining to silicon

R the rmal boundary resistance between dioxide filmB
2

metal and die lectric films, m K r W p quantitie s pe rtaining to polyme r film

w width of measure ment structure , m SUBS quantitie s pe rtaining to substrate

improve circuit ope ration speed. The the rmal conductivitie s of these materials in

thin film form have not been well characterized and can vary with processing

w xconditions. Recent expe rimental studie s 1, 2 indicate that the thermal conductiv-

ity of some of the se mate rials can be an order of magnitude smalle r than that of

silicon dioxide , which is a common passivation material.

Seve ral different techniques have been deve loped for measurements of the

thermal conductivity of die le ctric films. For an extensive discussion of this subject,

s w x.reade rs are re ferred to review article s e .g., 3 . Steady-state technique s measure

or calculate temperatures at two different locations in thin films as we ll as the heat

s w x.flux between them e.g., 4 ] 6 . Steady-state technique s can have the advantage of

a simple data extraction procedure and measurement se tup, but they require

accurate measurements of the magnitudes of temperature rises and heat flux.

Furthe rmore, specially designed measurement structure s are often needed to

reduce uncertaintie s re sulting from substrate heating. Thermal conductivity and

diffusivity have also been measured using transient technique s. O ne type of

technique monitors the time evolution of temperatures in metal films, which are

deposited on die le ctric films and are subjected to pulsed heating. In the laser flash

w xtechnique 7 , the thermal conductivity is extracted by monitoring the shape rather

than the magnitude of the temperature decay after the te rmination of lase r pulses

using high-temporal-resolution optical thermometry. This technique does not re -

quire heat flux measurements or the calibration of a temperature sensor but does

require a high-power heating laser with a short pulse duration. In the electrical

w xpulse technique 8 , in contrast, the magnitude of the temperature rise during an

e le ctrical heating pulse is measured to extract thermal properties. E lectrical

measurements of small temperature rises at time scales comparable to a few

microseconds, howe ver, are difficult and require special care . Another type of

transient technique induces pe riodic surface heating by applying ac current to a

metal laye r and captures oscillations in its temperature by monitoring the electrical

w xre sistance 9, 10 . This technique has been applied to thin films with the rmal

conductivitie s smalle r than that of the substrate and performed at frequencie s of
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around several kilohe rtz where the heat diffusion depth in the film is ve ry large

compared with the film thickness.

We report recent progress on deve loping a the rmal characterization tech-

nique that takes advantage of both the simplicity of e le ctrical heating and the high

temporal re solution of optical the rmometry techniques. The ability to conduct

measurements ove r a large range of time scale s can be advantageous, since it

allows control of the heat diffusion depth and substrate heating. The present study

proposes and applies a the rmal conductivity extraction method suitable for uni-

form, thermally thick dielectric films, which are grown or deposited on substrate s

with much highe r the rmal conductivity. This me thod uses the re lative magnitude of

temperature rises at frequencie s high enough to have negligible substrate heating

and thereby eliminates the need for calibration of the temperature amplitude .

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE

We induce harmonic Joule heating in a metal line deposited on a diele ctric

film using a wave form ge nerator. Harmonic heating is chosen rather than pulsed

heating because the signal-to-noise ratio can be greatly enhanced using the lock-in

technique . The resulting oscillations in the metal temperature are measured using

s w x.the thermore flectance technique, which has high temporal re solution e .g., 11 .

This thermometry technique is based on the temperature dependence of the

w xsurface reflectance and has been applied for the lase r flash technique 7 and also

w xfor the the rmometry of inte rconnects with submicrosecond resolution 12 . Since

the change in surface re flectance is, to a good approximation, linearly related to

that in the surface temperature , the relative magnitude of temperature change s

can be obtained without calibration.

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the expe rimental se tup. A probe lase r

beam is re flected from the heated metal line and is directed to a photodetector.

The e le ctrical output from the photodetector is fed into a lock-in amplifier, which

captures the harmonic component of the signal at the heating frequency. Interro-

gation at frequencie s as high as 100 kHz is demonstrated, with possible extension

in future work to a few megahertz. The peak frequency is limited by problems as-

w xsociated with e le ctrical heating, such as voltage re flection and capacitive coupling 8 .

Figu re 1. E xpe rim ental se tup for the

the rm al conductivity m easure m e nt tech -

nique deve lope d in this study. The quasi-

one -dim ensional m e asure m ent structure

is de signe d to sim p lify the data analysis.
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MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE

Data analysis can be greatly simplified using a quasi-one -dimensional struc-

ture, such as the mesa structure depicted in Figure 1. The one-dimensional

approximation is valid for the mesa structure when the Biot number for lateral

conduction, which is de fined as h w r k , is much smaller than unity. The the rmalf

conductivity k of die lectric passivation laye rs of inte re st here is of the order of 0.1f

W r m K, and the re levant heat transfer coefficient h is on the order of 10 W r m 2 K

when natural convection or radiation is the dominant mechanism of heat loss to

the ambient. The above condition there fore is well satisfied for mesa structure s

with width w less than 1 mm.

Under the one-dimensional approximation, the amplitude of temperature

oscillations D T caused by harmonic Joule heating at the frequency f can beh

predicted by solving the heat conduction equation in the frequency domain:

2 s .k  D T qi
s .i2 p f D T s q 1h 2 t /C C xi m

The last te rm in parenthe ses is nonzero only in the metal, and the the rmal

properties of the metal and die le ctric films are assumed to be constant. The real

and imaginary parts of D T in the above equation correspond to the components of

temperature oscillations in phase and out of phase with the harmonic heating,

re spective ly.

The heating frequency is assumed to be sufficiently high that the temperature

rise in the substrate can be negle cted compared with that in the metal line . The

lower bound of the heating frequency at which this assumption is valid depends on

the thickness and the rmal properties of the die le ctric film. If we further assume

that the metal line is isothermal at the temperature D T and direct heat loss to them

ambient from the metal and die le ctric films is negligible , a simple analytic expres-

sion for D T can be de rived:m

s . s .D T d d r k tanh b r b q Rm m f f B
s .s 2

s . s .q 1 q i v C d d r k tanh b r b q Rm m f f B

where b is a complex number representing the ratio of the film thickness to the

s .1 r 2thermal diffusion length, d i2 p f C r k , and R is the the rmal boundaryf h f f B

re sistance at the interface between the metal and die le ctric films. The the rmal

boundary re sistance at the interface between the die le ctric film and the substrate is

not included for the sake of simplicity. The thermal boundary re sistances at the

two interfaces would not alte r the final re sults of thermal property extraction

significantly unle ss they are comparable with or large r than the internal the rmal

re sistance , d r k . Typical measured values of the thermal boundary re sistancef f

between a metal and a die lectric laye r is of the order of 10
y 8

m
2

K r W at room

w xtemperature 13 , while the internal re sistance of a 1- m m-thick silicon dioxide laye r

is of the order of 10
y 6

m
2

K r W. In some cases, thermal boundary resistance can
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become much large r, due , for exam ple, to incomplete contact between the laye rs.

By enabling measurements over large frequency range s, the present technique

offers an opportunity to study the thermal boundary resistances at each inte rface ,

whose influences on the temperature rise differ depending on the inte rrogation

frequency. Unless thermal boundary re sistance accounts for a significant fraction

of the total thermal re sistance , howeve r, simultaneous de te rmination of the ther-

mal properties of the film and the the rmal boundary re sistance can be difficult.

When the heat capacity C is known with sufficient accuracy and the e ffect off

thermal boundary re sistance is negligible , the thermal conductivity k can bef

s .extracted from the relativ e magnitude of temperature rises alone using Eq. 2 or

its equivalent. The heat capacity, afte r be ing adjusted for porosity, is ge nerally not

strongly dependent on the microstructure of a give n mate rial, and a bulk value can

w xbe used as a good approximation for thin films 3 . Furthermore, increasing the

thermal mass of the metal line diminishe s the re lative impact of uncertainty in the

film heat capacity on the extracted thermal conductivity. This is because the

amplitude of temperature oscillations is much more sensitive to k than to Cf f

when the thickne ss-to-thermal diffusion depth ratio b , which is a function of the

heating frequency, is small compared to unity. For a dielectric film with the rmal

conductivity around 0.2 W r m K, 20% uncertainty in the heat capacity leads to le ss

than 5% uncertainty in the extracted thermal conductivity when the thickness of

the metal film is half as large as that of the die lectric film.

A particularly convenient way to extract the the rmal conductivity of uniform,

thermally thick laye rs is to monitor the frequency f , at which the amplitude s ofe

the in-phase and out-of-phase components of harmonic temperature oscillations

pe r unit heat ge neration rate coincide . The frequency f , which will he reafte r bee

called an effective the rmal diffusion frequency, depends on the thermal mass of

the metal film, C d , as we ll as the thickne ss and thermal properties of them m

die le ctric laye r. Figure 2 plots the effective heat diffusion frequency as a function

of die le ctric film thickness and thermal conductivity. V alue s typically encountered

in practice are used for the heat capacity and thickness of the dielectric and metal

laye rs.

The present technique can also be used for the simultaneous determination

of the thermal conductivity and heat capacity of a dielectric laye r by employing a

ve ry thin metal laye r. Data at high heating frequencies now become sensitive to

both the heat capacity and the thermal conductivity of the diele ctric laye r. The

calibration of the thermoreflectance the rmometry is needed in this case , which can

be pe rformed using, for exam ple, a two-step calibration procedure deve loped by

w xthe authors 12 . When the effect of thermal resistance is negligible , the the rmal

conductivity can be extracted independently using data at frequencie s we ll be low

the heat diffusion frequency. At this low frequency, heat transport across the

die le ctric film contributes a nearly frequency-independent component to the tem-

w xperature rise in the metal, a fact that forms the basis of the 3 v technique 9 .

SAMPLE PREPARATION

The silicon dioxide sample is fabricated through we t the rmal oxidation of a

silicon wafer, which yie lds a 1.56- m m-thick oxide laye r. A 0.25- m m-thick aluminum
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Figu re 2. The freque ncy at which the in-phase and out-of-

phase compone nts of the temperature oscillations have the

same amplitude as a function of film thickne ss. Relevant

parame ters are shown in the plot. The thermal boundary

resistance is ne glected.

laye r is subsequently deposited using the sputtering process. The silicon dioxide

and aluminum laye rs are patterned using anisotropic dry etching, resulting in a

mesa structure as shown in Figure 1.

To fabricate the polymer sample s, commercially available benzophenone

s .tetracarboxylic acid dianhydride BTDA-ODA-MPD polyamic acid precursor

s .DuPont PI 2556 is first cast on adhesion promoter-coated silicon wafe rs and

spin-coated to yie ld polyamic acid films. The thickness of the polymer films is

varie d from 0.5 to 2.5 m m by changing the rotational speed of the spinner. The

polyamic films are cured in a nitroge n atmosphere by heating samples from room

temperature to 375 8 C at a rate of 7 8 C r min, holding them at 375 8 C for 1 h, and

letting them cool down to room temperature in air. A 150-nm-thick plasma-en-

s .hanced CV D PECV D silicon nitride laye r is deposited on the sample surface to

protect the polymer films from moisture absorption and to enhance adhesion of

metallization used for the thermal conductivity measurement. The aspect ratio of

the measurement structure is le ss than 0.02 for all the polymer samples studied.

The thickness of the films is measured using a surface profilometer and also a lase r

interferometer for the case of die lectric films. The difference between the two

measurements for the dielectric films is le ss than 2% .

MEASUREMENT EXAMPLES

The technique is first applied to the thermally grown silicon dioxide film,

s w x.whose the rmal properties are re lative ly we ll known e .g., 5, 7, 8 and are ve ry close

to the bulk values. Figure 3 shows the measured frequency dependence of the

in-phase component of the temperature oscillation together with the predicted

behavior. Each in-phase component is normalized by its value at 100 kHz. The
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Figu re 3. Fre quency depe nde nce of the amplitude of the

in-phase compone nt of temperature oscillations in a metal

line de posited on a silicon dioxide layer. The metal line is

subje cted to periodic Joule he ating.

heat-gene ration rate is maintained at a fixed value throughout the entire experi-

ment. The predictions assume negligible substrate heating and use the bulk value

for the heat capacity. Systematic deviation of the data from the predictions at low

frequencie s arises from the substrate heating. Less discrepancy is observed for the

narrower structure because spreading of heat inside the silicon substrate is more

e fficient in suppressing the substrate heating. The impact of substrate heating is

e stimated to be less than 1% at frequencies higher than 50 kHz. Comparison of the

s .data at the se frequencies with the solutions to the heat equation give n in Eq. 2

yie ld the the rmal conductivity of 1.5 " 0.15 W r m K. This is close to the bulk value

of fused silica, which is consistent with previous studie s.

Figure 4 shows a similar plot for the 0.5- m m-thick polymer sample . The

impact of substrate heating is le ss pronounced due to the smaller the rmal conduc-

tivity of the polymer laye r. Assuming that the thermal boundary re sistance is much

smaller than the internal the rmal resistance, the thermal conductivity is extracted

to be 0.22 W r m K from the measured e ffective heat diffusion frequency. The

extracted the rmal conductivity does not vary by more than 5% when a the rmal

boundary re sistance as large as 1 = 10y 7 m 2 K r W is assumed to be associated

with the nitride ] polymer and polymer ] substrate interfaces. The high-frequency

data agre e we ll with the solution of the heat equation using the value just obtained

for the the rmal conductivity. The heat capacity used for the polymer laye r is that of

w xbulk samples with the identical molecular composition 14 , and the the rmal

w xproperties of the PECV D nitride laye r used are those of 10 . The impact of

uncertaintie s in the heat capacity of the polymer laye r and in the the rmal

properties of the nitride laye r on the extracted thermal conductivity is found to be

small. V arying the heat capacitie s of the two laye rs by as much as 20% results in

less than 5% change in the deduced the rmal conductivity.

For the thicker polymer laye rs, the temperature rise in the metal becomes

more sensitive to the polymer heat capacity. Following a procedure similar to the
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Figu re 4. The amplitude of the in-phase and out-of-phase

compone nts of temperature oscillations in the metal line on

the 0.5- m m-thick polyme r sample .

w xone deve loped for the 3 v technique 9, 10 , the the rmal conductivity of the

polymer laye r is first extracted from the data at frequencies near 1 kHz neglecting

the thermal boundary re sistance . By comparing the data at much highe r frequen-

cie s with solutions to the heat conduction equation, the heat capacity of the

polymer laye r is subsequently obtained and is shown to be close to the bulk value.

Figure 5 shows the measured the rmal conductivities of the polymer films with

different thicknesses. Also shown is a re sult from a steady-state the rmal conductiv-

ity measurement, which shows reasonable agreement with the present data. The

steady-state measurement employs a one-dimensional mesa structure in which a

polymer laye r is placed between two aluminum laye rs serving as a thermometer

w xand r or a heater, an approach similar to that of 4, 6 . The the rmal conductivity

remains roughly constant within the uncertainty limit for the laye rs studied here .

Due to the unique fabrication process involve d and limitation on the available

equipment, polymer laye rs with thickne ss less than 0.5 m m were not investigated in

the present study.

This study also examines the impact of nitride capping laye rs, which are

intended to prevent moisture absorption by the polymer film. The thermal conduc-

tivity is observed to increase slightly when the nitride laye r is remove d, which is

consistent with the observation that moisture uptake by re lative ly thick polymer

w xlaye rs raise s the ir thermal conductivity 15 .

In summary, a new the rmal characte rization method employing an optical

thermometry technique with high temporal re solution is deve loped and applied to

polymer passivation laye rs with submicrometer thickne ss. The measured the rmal

conductivity remains nearly constant with thickness and is somewhat large r than

w xthe typical bulk value 14 . Protective nitride laye rs are found to influence the

polymer thermal conductivity, pre sumably by a mechanism related to the moisture

content of the polymer laye r.
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Figu r e 5. The thermal conductivities of the polymer thin

films as a function of thickne ss. The result from a

ste ady-state thermal conductivity measure ment is also

shown for comparison. For some of the sample s, the

silicon nitride capping layer, which serve s to prote ct the

polyme r layer from moisture absorption, is re move d except

for the portion be ne ath the me tal line .

V arious extensions of the present technique can be sugge sted. Two-dimen-

sional e ffects can be utilized to investigate anisotropy in the rmal conductivity using

metal heating lines of varying widths or multiple heating line s. The capability of the

optical thermometry to capture local temperature rises also offers opportunities to

study spatial variations and anisotropy in thermal properties. The technique can be

applied to thermally thin films, for which substrate heating is significant eve n at

w xre lative ly high frequencies, as an extension of the 3 v technique 9 . Measurements

at high frequencie s in this case would be helpful by providing additional leve rage

on the volume of the heat-affected region and thus reducing the uncertainty

re sulting from substrate effects.
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